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DOCUMENTARY, COMPLETED

Gaza examines the dreams and realities of children born and raised in a place  
forsaken by the world.

Gaza brings us into a unique place beyond the reach of television news reports to reveal a world 
rich with eloquent and resilient characters, offering us a cinematic and enriching portrait of a 
people attempting to lead meaningful lives against the rubble of perennial conflict.

 Written and directed by Andrew McConnell (The Screaming Minority) & Garry Keane  
 (Make it out Alive!)

 Produced by Brendan J. Byrne (One Million American Dreams, Satan & Adam, Maze),  
 Paul Cadieux (Les triplettes de Belleville, An eye for an eye, P.S. Jerusalem), Garry Keane  
 & Andrew McConnell

 Original Version Arabic with English subtitles

 Also available French subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/gaza

GAZA

“A film of stirring visual beauty that gives a deeply 
empathetic portrait of individuals trying to maintain 
normal lives in the midst of extraordinary chaos.”  
Gaza gets a mention as one of the best films at Sundance 
– Justin Chang & Kenneth Turan, Los Angeles Times

MARKET 
SCREENING

MAY 19TH – PALAIS G – 14HMARKET SCREENING



LEPAGE AU SOLEIL: AT THE 
ORIGINS OF KANATA  (LEPAGE AU SOLEIL :  

À L’ORIGINE DE KANATA)

DOCUMENTARY, COMPLETED

Lepage at the Soleil explores the origins of Kanata, a daring theatrical creation, 
swept away by a media scandal in the summer of 2018, before its premiere.

In the spring of 2016, for the first time in 54 years, Ariane Mnouchkine entrusts her troupe, the 
Théâtre du Soleil, to another director: Robert Lepage. He embarks on the creation of Kanata, a 
work that imagines the meeting of Europeans with First Nations people of Canada over a period of 
two centuries. After more than two years of work, the rumor of a show about First Nations people 
without their direct involvement sparks debates in the Canadian media, and soon in Europe and 
the United States. Its creators are accused of cultural appropriation, while no one has even seen 
the show.

Lepage au Soleil: At the Origins of Kanata shows how, the 36 actors from 11 different countries, 
discover in their own stories an astonishing resonance with the stories of the people they are 
telling. Inspired by the cosmopolitanism of the troupe, Robert Lepage tries to get them to talk 
about their own stories through those of the Indigenous people of Canada. The documentary 
plunges into the heart of a theatrical creation in search of universality, but turned upside down by 
a media scandal even before its premiere.

 Directed by Hélène Choquette (Like a Pebble in the Boot, A Dog’s Life, Unité 9)

 Written by Hélène Choquette and Sophie Mangado

 Produced by Anne-Marie Gélinas (Third Wedding, Radius, Night Song)

 Cast Robert Lepage (Coriolanus, Kanata – Épisode I – La Controverse, Totem) and the cast  
 of Théâtre du Soleil

 Original Version French

 Also available English subtitles

 vimeo.com/filmoptionint/lepage

MARKET 
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DRAMA, COMPLETED

A woman and her sexuality as the subject of the film, not the object.

Marie-Claire (Brigitte Poupart), professor of dermatology, is undertaking a new scientific research 
project on skin cells and how they are affected by sexuality, when a chain of events disrupts her 
career, family and above all, her intimate life.

Les Salopes or the Naturally Wanton Pleasure of Skin proposes a different perspective by making 
a woman and her sexuality, the subject and no longer the object of the film... presenting a feminine 
sexuality that is self-assured, complex and subversive...

 Written and directed by Renée Beaulieu (Le garagiste, Le vide, Coupable)

 Produced by Renée Beaulieu, Ian Quenneville (La vie de P.O., Le garagiste, The Last of the  
 Elephant Men) and Ian Oliveri (En cavale, Stone Story, The Living)

 Cast Brigitte Poupart (Ravenous, Fake Tattoos) Vincent Leclerc (Chaos Walking, District 31),  
 Nathalie Cavezzali (Identity, Nitro Rush, Anna), Romane Denis (Charlotte has fun, 19-2),  
 Charlotte Aubin (Isla Blanca, Blue Moon), Pierre Kwenders, Normand D’Amour (Origami,  
 The Killer Inside), Paul Ahmarani (Chien de garde, Mars & Avril) and Louise Portal  
 (Everything Outside, The Favor)

 Original Version French 

 Also Available English subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/salopes

LES SALOPES 
OR THE NATURALLY 
WANTON PLEASURE OF SKIN

(LES SALOPES OU LE SUCRE NATUREL DE LA PEAU)

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS A FILM BY LES PRODUCTIONS DU MOMENT PRODUCTION  "LES SALOPES OR THE NATURALLY WANTON PLEASURE OF SKIN"
STARRING BRIGITTE POUPART   VINCENT LECLERC   NATHALIE CAVEZZALI   ROMANE DENIS   PIERRE KWENDERS   NORMAND D’AMOUR   CHARLOTTE AUBIN   PAUL AHMARANI   HUBERT PROULX   LOUISE PORTAL

SOPHIE CLÉMENT   JOSEPH DELOREY   PIERRE-YVES CARDINAL   GUILLAUME GAUTHIER   ÉLIANE GAGNON AND ANDRÉ-MARIE COUDOU
CINEMATOGRAPHY PHILIPPE ST-GELAIS  1ST ASSISTANT DIRECTOR JUSTINE CHEVARIE-COSSETTE  ART DIRECTOR LÉA PARENT-POTHIER  WARDROBE SOPHIE DUBÉ   MAKE-UP JANICK SABOURIN  EDITORS RENÉE BEAULIEU AND MARTIN BOURGAULT

SOUND DESIGN BENOÎT DAME MUSIC DAVID THOMAS  SOUND MIX MARTIN M MESSIER COLOR CORRECTION PHILIPPE CARBONNEAU
SCRIPT AND DIALOGUE RENÉE BEAULIEU  ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS IAN QUENNEVILLE AND IAN OLIVERI  CONSULTING PRODUCER ROBERT LACERTE  

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY RENÉE BEAULIEU

B R I G I T T E
P O U P A R T

N A T H A L I E
C A V E Z Z A L I

V I N C E N T
L E C L E R C

R O M A N E
D E N I S

KINOS - AFFICHE 27" x 39"  *** IMPRIMER À 200 % ***

“Intense eroticism”   
– Tomas Trussow, Film Inquiry

OFFICIAL SELECTION

MARKET 
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MAY 20TH – PALAIS B – 15H30MARKET SCREENING



The story of a poet’s quest for the absolute, fighting to not end up forgotten  
between two cookbooks.

All his life, Yves dedicated himself to poetry, carrying his suitcase to any couch that would welcome 
him. When he storms into Dyane’s life, a graphic designer who falls for his charms, her son Marc 
immediately disapproves of this eccentric stranger in his mother’s bed. But the studious teenager 
soon finds Yves’ rebel ways contagious and begins to explore his own artistic side. Meanwhile, 
the poet feels increasingly trapped in his new life and decides to sabotage everything in a great 
outburst. Now alone at the end of the world, he realizes his words no longer mean anything. Freely 
inspired by the life and work of Quebec poet Yves Boisvert (1950-2012), For Those Who Don’t 
Read Me tells the story of a man’s quest for the absolute, fighting not to end up forgotten between 
two cookbooks.

 Directed by Yan Giroux (Français: Un 14 Juillet à Marseille)

 Written by Yan Giroux and Guillaume Grosse (Fin Ar Bed, Toril, Beauduc)

 Produced by Luc Déry (Enemy, Inch’Allah, Incendies), Élaine Hébert  
 (L’autre Guibord de la camera, All That We Make) and Kim McCraw (Whitewash, Gabrielle,  
 Professor Lazhar)

  Cast Martin Dubreuil (True North, The Great Darkened Days, Vieux Jeu), 
Céline Bonnier (The Passion of Augustine, It’s the Heart That Dies Last, Kiss Me Like a Lover),  
Henri Richer-Picard (My Boy, Cross my Heart), Jacques L’Heureux (District 31, Suddenly Silence, 
Toi & Moi), Marie-Ève Perron (Winter Waltz, Hero Cop, What We Have), Martin Larocque 
(District 31, Les beaux malaises, The Killer Inside), Lily Thibeault (Public Writer, Blue Moon,  
Les poètes de Ferré) and Stéphane Crête (Jeune Juliette, Béliveau, Kiss Me Like a Lover)

 Original Version French 

 Also Available English subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/forthosewhodontreadme

FOR THOSE WHO 
DON’T READ ME (À TOUS CEUX QUI NE ME LISENT PAS)

DRAMA, COMPLETED

Nominated for 12 Québec Cinéma Awards including Best Picture, Best Director and Best Actor

MARKET 
SCREENING

MARKET SCREENING MAY 20TH – PALAIS G – 18H



The Export Assistance Program aims to support the promotion and international marketing strategy 
of Canadian productions by providing financial support to distribution companies having acquired 
exploitation rights of eligible Canadian feature films in selected foreign territories.

Who can apply
Companies specializing in theatrical distribution, excluding sales agents, who have acquired the 
rights to exploit an eligible project in one or more of the eligible territories set out in the Program 
guidelines and who are responsible of the effective exploitation of the project on these territories.

Overview of the program
•  Eligible distribution companies that have acquired an eligible Canadian project could receive 

financial support to cover costs relating to the promotional campaign for the theatrical release 
of the project (eg: creation of a new trailer, advertising and marketing costs, travel expenses, 
subtitling, etc.). A full list of eligible costs is provided in the Eligible Costs Matrix below

• The combined maximum assistance per eligible project is $90,000

Eligible applicants must meet the following criteria: 
• Be a company specializing in film distribution, excluding a sales agent
•  Own the rights to exploit an eligible project in one or more of the eligible territories set out in  

the guidelines
• Have paid a minimum guarantee for the acquisition of the rights of the project on the eligible territories
•  Be responsible for the effective exploitation of the project in all of the eligible territories for which 

the applicant is applying (the applicant cannot apply for funding in a territory that will be sub-distributed 
by a third party)

• Have developed a marketing plan for the project in the eligible territories
•  Have committed to theatrically release the project within the upcoming year in the eligible territories to 

which the applicant is applying

Eligible Projects must be Canadian feature films with a budget of less than or equal to $2.5M that have 
received production assistance from Telefilm Canada and that were not theatrically released in the eligible 
territories for which the distribution company is applying.

Eligible territories:
•  Argentina, Australia, Benelux (Belgium, Netherlands, Luxembourg), Brazil, China, Colombia, Denmark, 

Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, United Kingdom, United States.

Please see the guidelines for the complete description of the eligibility criteria applicable for this Program.

https://telefilm.ca/en/financing/export

FUNDING FOR BUYERS 
OF CANADIAN FILMS

OVERVIEW OF THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

EXPORT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM



COMEDIC DRAMA,  POST PRODUCTION

The much anticipated next film of Quebec cinema’s bad boy.

Brother Marie-Victorin (Yves Jacques), bored in heaven, decides to return earth to help Albert 
Payette (Roy Dupuis) save Quebec’s flora from Transgenia, a multinational that is poisoning the 
Earth with chemicals. Albert, a former agronomist turned beekeeper, greens the rooftops of 
Montreal with his nephew Jerry Can (Émile Schneider) and his friends from the punk community.

 Réalisé par André Forcier (Kiss Me Like a Lover, Un cri au bonheur, Les États-Unis d’Albert)

 Written by André Forcier, Jean Boileau (Coteau Rouge, Je me souviens, La chaîne),  
 François Pinet Forcier (Acapulco Gold), Renaud Pinet Forcier et Linda Pinet
 
 Produit par Linda Pinet (Kiss Me Like a Lover), Louis Laverdière (Mom et moi, Ludovic,  
 Histoire de famille) et Jean-François Roesler (A Night of Sweats, Sons of God,  
 Madame Hollywood)

 Cast Roy Dupuis, Mylène Mackay, Juliette Gosselin, Christine Beaulieu, Shauna Bonaduce,  
 Pascale Montpetit, Yves Jacques, Donald Pilon, France Castel, Louise Laparé, Didier Lucien,  
 Gaston Lepage, Tania Kontoyanni, Émile Schneider, Louis Champagne, Alejandro Moran,  
 Danyka Boileau-Bonaduce, Stéphane L’Écuyer, Renaud Pinet Forcier and Hélène Reeves

 Original Version French

 Also available English subtitles

THE WORLD’S BEAUTY
(LA BEAUTÉ DU MONDE)



WITH LOVE
(L’AMOUR)

DRAMA, COMPLETED

Inspired by the true story of Stephen Marshall that shook Canada and the United States.

What drove a young man to murder two men and then take his own life  
in this fact-based drama.

A young man (Pierre-Luc Lafontaine) goes to his father’s (Paul Doucet) home in Maine where, 
helped by an online pedophile registry and fueled by a stifling anger, he locates and tracks down 
sex offenders. In parallel, his mother (Fanny Mallette) follows his trail in order to try to understand 
what could have pushed him into his murderous madness. Based on a true story. 

 Directed by Marc Bisaillon (Guilt, La lâcheté)

 Written by Marc Bisaillon and Philippe Schommer

 Produced by Christine Falco (Rock, Paper, Scissors)

  Cast Pierre-Luc Lafontaine (The Squealing Game, Un peu comme Simone), Paul Doucet 
(C’est le cœur qui meurt en dernier, Early Winter), Fanny Mallette (Boost, The Killer Inside) 
and Claude Despins (GAME(R), Les pays d’en haut)

 Original Version French 

 Also Available English subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/withlove

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS A FILMS CAMERA OSCURA PRODUCTION  WITH LOVE  STARRING PIERRE-LUC LAFONTAINE, PAUL DOUCET, FANNY MALLETTE, CLAUDE DESPINS FÉLIXE RACETTE, SIMON PIGEON, MARIE-ÈVE BEAUREGARD, VLADISLAV KHARIN 
CASTING BY GENEVIÈVE HÉBERT  ART DIRECTOR CORINNE MONTPETIT  COSTUME DESIGN VALÉRIE GAGNON-HAMEL  EDITOR MATHIEU BOUCHARD-MALO  SOUND STÉPHANE BARSALOU  SOUND DESIGN SIMON GERVAIS, LUC BOUCHARD AND MARTIN ALLARD  
SOUND MIX BERNARD GARIÉPY STROBL  MUSIC SUPERVISOR ÉRIC RATHÉ CINEMATOGRAPHY VINCENT BIRON  WRITER MARC BISAILLON  WITH THE COLLABORATION OF PHILIPPE SCHOMMER  PRODUCTION CHRISTINE FALCO DIRECTOR MARC BISAILLON

AIDC Award for Innovative 
Filmmaking, Best Original 
Music Award

DOK LEIPZIG

2018

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

(LE CHANT D’UNE SOEUR) (LOUISE LECAVALIER - SUR SON CHEVAL DE FEU)

DOCUMENTARY, COMPLETED

Can we ever truly know what is in a loved one’s heart?

A Sister’s Song is the intimate, delicate story of two sisters Marina and Tatiana, who live 
separated by a choice that Tatiana made when she became a nun. Marina, who has barely 
seen or spoken to her sister in twenty years - senses that something is now wrong; She 
journeys to the monastery to try and find the sister she once lost.  A dramatic turn of 
events will bring them both to a path neither of them knows to where it will lead.

 Written and directed by Danae Elon (The Patriarch’s Room, P.S. Jerusalem,  
 Partly Private)

 Produced by Paul Cadieux (Alpine Adventurer, An Eye for an Eye, The Settlers)  
 and Danae Elon

 Original Version English and Hebrew with English subtitles

 Also Available French subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/asisterssong

DOCUMENTARY, BIOGRAPHY, COMPLETED

The feature-length documentary Louise Lecavalier – In Motion is 
a visually stunning exploration of the life and work of acclaimed 
Canadian dancer and choreographer Louise Lecavalier.

The film tells the inspiring story of an irrepressible artist who, working with choreographer 
Édouard Lock, revolutionized contemporary dance in the 1980s. Today, at 58, Lecavalier 
enjoys a successful solo career on the international stage. She is a true icon of dance, a 
unique creator whose art transcends the limitations of the human body. Spectacular dance 
sequences, original scores and exclusive interviews are combined to create an intimate 
and touching portrait of this passionate artist, driven by her quest for perfect movement.

  Written and directed by Raymond St-Jean (A Chair Fit for an Angel,  
Best Canadian Film Award and Best French Canadian Film Award at the 32nd 
International Festival of Films on Art)

  Produced by Michel Ouellette (Mary Shelley, Lanterna Mágica Award for 
Best Documentary in Tours, France and In the Hands of Michel Tremblay, Best 
Director - Gemini Awards)

  Choreographed by Louise Lecavalier (Oranges, Businessman in the Process of 
Becoming an Angel, Human Sex), Édouard Lock (Amelia) and Nigel Charnock 
(10 men)

 Original Version French

 Also Available English subtitles

 vimeo.com/filmoptionint/louiselecavalier

“An enigmatic, artfully  
constructed portrait”

– BFI Film Forever

“Lecavalier is a true star, one of those 
rare performers able to capture 

the public’s heart and soul”  
– The Dance Current

“Louise Lecavalier is a typhoon 
of physicality”   

– The New York Times

A SISTER’S SONG LOUISE LECAVALIER: IN MOTION 

ENTRE DEUX MONDES PRESENTS

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS AN ENTRE DEUX MONDES PRODUCTION “A SISTER’S SONG” | DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY DANAE ELON AND ITAMAR MENDES FLOHR | EDITING BY VINCENT GUIGNARD AND ALEXANDRE  LEBLANC
ORIGINAL MUSIC PETER VENNE | SOUND DESIGN BENOÎT DAME  | SOUND MIX MARTIN M MESSIER | POST PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR ISABELLE BOUCHARD | PRODUCED BY PAUL CADIEUX AND DANAE ELON | WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY DANAE ELON

Official Selection

AIDC AWARD FOR INNOVATION  
& BEST ORIGINAL MUSIC

DOK LEIPZIG

2018

INTERNATIONAL
COMPETITION

OPENING FILM

“A hard-hitting film!”  
– Jacques Matte, FCIAT president

ALSO 
AVAILABLE



SUSPENCE, SCI-FI DRAMA, COMPLETED

David’s arduous journey attempting to break free from his troubled past.

David (François Arnaud) is travelling. He’s on a unique trip that doesn’t take him from one 
place to another but from one moment in time to another. Seeking to better understand 
the strange power he has to move around in his own timeline, David will eventually have 
to confront the deconstructed chronology as well as his own repressed past.

  Directed by Patrick Demers (Regular or Super, Best Canadian Work at FIFA, Jaloux,  
Detectives, Keeping Canada Alive)

  Written by André Gulluni (Rock, Paper, Scissors, 11 règles, 100 amis) and Claude 
Lalonde (3 petits cochons, 10, Fillière 13)

  Produced by Stéphane Tanguay (Montreal, White City, Mabina Moboko – La danse 
des mains) et Cédric Bourdeau (Bunker) 

  Cast François Arnaud (Midnight Texas, Blindspot), Normand D’Amour (The Killer  
Inside, Adrien), Alexa-Jeanne Dubé (Winter Claire, Yes but No Thanks),  
Tania Kontoyanni (Oh What a Wonderful Feeling, 30 Vies), Benoît Gouin  
(L’heure bleue, Les loups) and Milton Tanaka (Palissade, The Art of More)

 Original Version French 

 Also Available English subtitles

 vimeo.com/filmoptionint/origami

SUSPENCE, SCI-FI DRAMA, COMPLETED

A comic-tragedy looking at the last year of high school through the 
eyes of a disaffected teen.

When you’re young, sometimes it feels like the whole world is against you. At least, that how 
sixteen-year-old Steeve Simard (Lévi Doré) feels. He has begun his last year of high school 
at suburban Gaston-Miron High. Sharp-witted and bookish, he has a hard time relating to his 
parents and to other students. He hides behind his books and music, keeping the world out, 
except for his one friend Virgil (Jonathan St-Armand). But an incident involving the Spartan’s 
Linebacker, the biggest guy in school, will force him to take charge of his own destiny. 

 Directed by Tristan Dubois (Two Wrongs, Forget and Forgive)

 Written by Tristan Dubois and Biz (Loco Locass)

 Produced by Marc Biron (Roof Runners, Girls on the Hunt) and Sonia Despars  
 (Roof Runners, Sur nos traces)

  Cast Lévi Doré (Au secours de Béatrice, Ces gars-là), Jonathan St-Armand, Lili-Ann de Francesco  
(The Voice Quebec, Têtes d’affiche), Karl Walcott (The Bold Type, 21 Thunder, X-Men: Apocalypse),  
Simon Duchesne, Marianne Farley (Hearth, The Anonymous Rudy S., Our Family), Gabriel 
Sabourin (The New Life of Paul Sneijder, District 31, Trauma) and Devon O’Connor (Genèse)

 Original Version French 

 Also Available English dubbed and English subtitled

 vimeo.com/filmoptionint/sparta

“An absolute treat as both a time travel  
movie and a dramatic thriller”  

– Kim Lo, That Moment In

The Fall of Sparta is based on the 
award-winning Quebec Bestseller  

by Biz (Loco Locass)

“Amazingly successful!”   
– Élie Castiel, Séquences

ORIGAMI THE FALL OF SPARTA 
(LA CHUTE DE SPARTE) (COMME UN CAILLOU DANS LA BOTTE) (UN PRINTEMPS D’AILLEURS)

DOCUMENTARY, COMPLETED

In Florence, the refugee crisis complicates the situation of street vendors  
and economic migrants, the majority of whom are Senegalese.

This compelling story of Senegalese street vendors in Florence, filmed in both Italy 
and Senegal, focuses on the situation of economic migrants, complicated by the Italian 
financial crisis and the tidal wave of refugees seeking asylum. Meanwhile, the families are 
unaware of their exiled loves ones’ hardships, living with the expectation of a possible 
return, or receiving a much needed money order.

 Written and directed by Hélène Choquette (A Dog’s Life, Fists of Pride,  
 The Refugees of the Blue Planet)

 Produced by Anne-Marie Gélinas (Radius, Turbo Kid, A Bottle in the Gaza Sea,  
 Night Song)

 Original Version French

 Also Available English subtitles

  vimeo.com/filmoptionint/pebble

DRAMA, COMPLETED

The juxtaposition of Chinese and Canadian cultures as seen through the 
eyes of a recent immigrant. 

Li Fang (Wensi Yan) is a Chinese immigrant who has been living in Montreal for over 
10 years. Her infertility and her violent separation from her Québécois husband, Eric 
(Émile Proulx-Cloutier), have pushed her to the brink of despair. Escaping the chaos 
in Montreal, Li Fang visits her grandfather in Dazu, her birthplace in south China. The 
support and inspiration provided by her family and an old lover helps her break the 
impasse in her life.

 Written and directed by Xiaodan He (Cairo Calling, Children of the Setting Suns)

 Produced by Xiaodan He, Andreas Mendritzki (In the Waves, Mon ami Dino),  
 Nguyen-Anh Nguyen (Temple, The Akira Project) and Aonan Yang (In the  
 Waves, Taming the Horse)

 Cast Wensi Yan (Mirror mirror), Émile Proulx-Cloutier (Nous sommes les autres,  
 Plan B), Xuan Zhao, Kefa Cui (Fu qin de shen fen) and Cheng Yan (Qiao Geer)

 Original Version French and Mandarin 

 Also Available English subtitles and Mandarin subtitles

 vimeo.com/filmoptionint/atouchofspring

“An intimate and unflinching look 
at the economic immigration  

phenomenon in Italy”  
– La Bille Bleue

“Strong feature-length debut”  
– Film Beats

LIKE A PEBBLE IN THE BOOT A TOUCH OF SPRING

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PREsENTs A GREENGROUND AND RED DAWN PRODUcTION A TOUcH OF sPRING
A FILM by XIAODAN HE sTARRING WENsI yAN, ÉMILE PROULX-cLOUTIER, XUAN ZHAO, KEFA cUI AND cHENG yAN 

PRODUcED by AONAN yANG, ANDREAs MENDRITZKI, NGUyEN-ANH NGUyEN AND XIAODAN HE LINE PRODUcER ANNIcK bLANc
DIREcTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHy GLAUcO bERMUDEZ EDITOR TAO GU sOUND DEsIGN ANDREAs MENDRITZKI WRITTEN AND DIREcTED by XIAODAN HE

A FILM BY XIAODAN HE

RED DAWN
PRODUCTION



SCRATCH - 2015 
a film by Sébastien Godron

Angelot is a young Haitian man who arrived in Quebec in the 
nineties at the age of ten. Twenty years later, Angelot, who 
now calls himself Leslie, has become the leader of a hip-hop 
group. Leslie falls into a life of petty crime by taking over his 
brother’s business after his incarceration. The money it brings 
helps bankroll the production of his first album, which he 
hopes will be his ticket out of the ghetto.

KISS ME LIKE A LOVER - 2016 
A film by André Forcier

1940. 22 year old Pierre Sauvageau dreams of joining the war 
effort but must take care of his twin sister Berthe, who is crippled 
since birth. Their closeness awakens Berthe’s sensuality. Her 
attempts at seduction are rejected by Pierre but, when he falls in 
love with another, he is subconsciously foiled by the fantasy of 
his sister. He would very much like to break free of Berthe’s hold 
on him, but his fantasy has a strong grasp. Kiss Me like a Lover 
delves us into the unique universe of Quebec’s enduring auteur 
André Forcier.

GUROV & ANNA – 2014 
a film by Rafaël Ouellet  
Written by Celeste Parr

With his marriage to Audrey almost at an end, Ben begins 
a torrid affair with Mercedes, a young French student in 
his writing class. The affair soon spins out of control, their 
emotions and Ben and Audrey’s family hanging in the 
balance.

BUDDHA’S LITTLE FINGER - 2014 
a film by Tony Pemberton 
inspired by Pelevin’s novel

In Moscow 1991, communist hardliners try to oust Gorbachov from power. Pyotr’s life 
is thrown into a whirlwind of odd and unconnected situations or so it appears at first. 
He is first recruited by a gangster crew, led by VOLODIN, looking for the elusive  
“Mongolian” and his secret weapon, and then experiences strange blackouts, waking 
up tied to a hospital bed being interrogated and drugged by government psychiatrists 
and finally transported to 1919 post-revolution Russia where he befriends the 
legendary commander Chapayev and his crack machine gunner, Anna. Soon Pyotr is 
on the run simultaneously in the Moscow of gangster capitalism of 1991 and in Ural 
Mountains of the precarious post-revolutionary 1919. Two revolutions can’t exist in one 
man’s head at the same time for very long!

DEATH DIVE - 2015 
a film by Alain Vézina

A ship is found drifting with its crew massacred on the coast of 
Gaspé. As strange events hit the peaceful peninsula, fear strikes 
the inhabitants. An ambitious journalist, helped by a young muse-
um archivist rather shy and sedentary, discovers that a collector 
of maritime objects with dubious intentions may be linked to the 
terrible story. Then begins a race against time to find out who is 
this mysterious diver decimating everything in its path to recover 
valuable documents looted on the wreck of the “Princess of the 
North”, where he died 100 years ago.

Official Selection at the 2015 Feratum Film Festival

BOOST - 2017 
A film by Darren Curtis

Hakeem is the teenage son of immigrant parents living in Montre-
al’s Parc-Ex neighbourhood. Along with his best friend “A-Mac”, 
Hakeem works at his uncle’s car wash ’spotting’ luxury sports 
cars for a local crime syndicate to make extra money. A-Mac 
eventually persuades Hakeem to boost a car on their own leading 
to dire consequences and forcing Hakeem to make a life altering 
decision and define the type of man he will become.

A DARREN CURTIS FILM

NABIL RAJO JAHMIL FRENCH AND NTARE GUMA MBAHO MWINEWITH FANNY MALLETTE

FILMOPTION PreseNTs a BUNBUrY FILMs aNd HaVeLOCK FILMs PrOdUCTION ‘BOOsT’ NaBIL raJO, JaHMIL FreNCH wITH FaNNY MaLeTTe aNd NTare GUMa MBaHO MwINe
CasTING BY JONaTHaN OLIVeIra C.s.a. MONTreaL CasTING BY MaXIMe GIrOUX  arT dIreCTOr  FrÉdÉrIQUe COUrNOYer-Lessard  CINeMaTOGraPHer PaweL POGOrZeLsKI  edITOr  Jared CUrTIs   

MUsIC BY MICHaeL sILVer OrIGINaL sONGs BY THe POsTerZ  LINe PrOdUCer VaLerIe sHaMasH  eXeCUTIVe PrOdUCers JOHN HaZLeTT, aNTONeLLO COZZOLINO, PaUL-e. aUdeT  
PrOdUCed BY FrederIC BOHBOT, KIeraN CrILLY & darreN CUrTIs  wrITTeN aNd dIreCTed BY darreN CUrTIs

Boost Affiche 27x39 B.indd   1 2017-08-11   2:16 PM

EXILE - 2014 
a film by Charles-Olivier Michaud 

In a Haitian town, Samuel’s peaceful life is brutally shattered 
when the army kidnaps his journalist father. Forced to flee 
to the countryside he flees to the United States in hopes of 
finding his mother, whom he’s been told is dead.

Starring Francis Cléophat, Julie Le Breton,  
Maxime Dumontier & Paul Doucet.

MOROCCAN GIGOLOS - 2013 
a film by Ismaël Saidi

Samir (Reda Chebchoubi), Dédé (Eddy King), and Nicolas 
(François Arnaud) are imaginative childhood friends who dream 
of opening a snack bar in the heart of Brussels. They are 
prepared to do anything to achieve their ambition and to pull 
together the funds to make it happen. When their casual jobs 
bring in nothing but starvation wages, they resourcefully switch 
to working as high-class gigolos, branding themselves the 
“Moroccan Gigolos.” This launches the trio on a new life that 
starts out well but becomes a frantic race against the clock.EDDY 

KING          
FRANÇOIS 
ARNAUD        
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PRESENT

A FILM BY ISMAËL SAIDI

These boys  

will go to  

any lengths

ROCK-PAPER-SCISSORS - 2013 
a film by Yan Lanouette Turgeon

Boucane, a young Native fresh off the reserve, meets Norman, a 
former mob boss, reduced to doing odd-jobs for his new bosses. 
Lorenzo, an old Italian immigrant on his last dime, is looking 
for some fast cash to fulfil his dying wife’s last wish. Vincent, a 
doctor stripped of his medical license, is forced to work for the 
insidious Chinese mob. Three men, each looking for a way out. 
Their fates collide on the night of a lunar eclipse.

Starring Roy Dupuis, Remo Girone, Fanny Mallette,  
Quebec rap star Samian and Victoria Zinny.

ANOTHER HOUSE - 2013 
a film by Mathieu Roy

Henri Bernard (Marcel Sabourin), 86, suffers from memory 
loss and periodically escapes from his house in search of a 
more comfortable one. His two sons, Gabriel (Roy Dupuis), 
a war reporter, and Éric (Émile Proulx-Cloutier), 
a pilot-in-training, disagree on how to deal with their father’s 
condition. However, the two brothers will have to renew the 
ties that bind them in order to accompany their father to the 
enigmatic destination he’s looking for.

THE HAT GOES WILD – 2012 
a film by Guy Sprung

Six college students head out on a canoe trip to celebrate 
their graduation. A web of secrets and lies, the decay-
ing body of a dead biker, their home video falls into the 
wrong hands as the beauty of the Québec bush becomes a 
nightmare – then it gets even worse. Some trips you’ll never 
forget…

Starring Sarah Hansen, Monroe Black, Matthew Raudsepp, 
Vanessa Matsui, Ryan Robertson & Mackenzie Rio Davis.

MARS & AVRIL - 2012 
a film by Martin Villeneuve

Adapted from two acclaimed graphic novels, Mars & Avril is set in a 
futuristic Montreal, where humanity is about to set foot on Mars. Jacob 
Obus a charismatic musician, takes pride in slowing down time by playing 
instruments inspired by women’s bodies, designed by his friend, Arthur.  
A love triangle develops when Jacob and Arthur both fall in love with Avril, 
a young photographer. Enter Eugène Spaak, inventor, cosmologist and 
Arthur’s father, who unveils a new theory about man’s desire to reach 
Mars and helps Jacob find the true meaning of life and love.

Starring Robert Lepage, Caroline Dhavernas, Paul Ahmarani and 
Jacques Languirand.

Mars & Avril
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FOR THE LOVE OF GOD – 2011 
a film by Micheline Lanctôt

Between human love and love of God, which will win out? In 1959 
in Sister Cécile’s class, 12-year-old Léonie meets Father Malachy, 
a recently ordained priest visiting her school. It’s love at first sight 
for the dreamy and solitary child who retreats into religious piety to 
escape her oppressive home life. But there’s also a spark between 
Sister Cécile and Father Malachy who are forced to hide their strong 
attraction for one another, an attraction forbidden by their vows.  
Both are young and passionate, making it difficult to hide their  
emotions... Fifty years later, Léonie must come to terms with her 
betrayal so many years before...

GUILT - 2011 
a film by Marc Bisaillon

Inspired by a true story. In a small town, two childhood 
friends’ actions during a night of partying result in a 
neighbour’s death. They decide to say nothing.  
Each will have to battle with his own conscience in  
dealing with the truth.

Starring Geneviève Rioux (The Decline of the American 
Empire), Pierre-Luc Lafontaine and Émile Mailhiot.

MOURNING FOR ANNA – 2010 
a film by Catherine Martin

Devastated by the violent death of her daughter, a woman 
seeks refuge in the ancestral home of her family. Her grief 
is profound and she loses her will to live. Near death, she is 
found by a man who will rekindle her desire for life.

Starring Guylaine Tremblay, François Papineau, Sheila Jaffé, 
Denis Bernard, Denise Gagnon, Paule Baillargeon, Gilles 
Renaud & Gary Boudreault.

THE HIGH COST OF LIVING - 2010 
a film by Deborah Cho

The High Cost of Living is the story of Nathalie, a young 
pregnant woman whose world falls apart when she loses 
her baby in a hit and run accident. As her life unravels, she 
stumbles across Henry – who has been searching for his 
victim. Unaware of what he has done, Nathalie sees him as 
an unlikely guardian angel.

Starring Zach Braff, Isabelle Blais, Patrick Labbé & Julian Lo.

A FLESH OFFERING - 2009 
a film by Jeremy Torrie

A group of young friends heads north for a weekend of 
snowboards and partying, but falls prey to the incarnation of 
a Native legend that pits the forces of good against evil.

Starring Kaniehtiio Horn (The Wild Hunt),  
Meredith Henderson (The Adventures of Shirley Holmes), 
Corey Sevier (Age of the Dragons).

THE BEND - 2009 
a film by Jennifer Kierans

Jason Campbell thinks he’s losing his mind – and he could be 
right. It’s one year to the day since his brilliant but unbalanced 
brother Mike died mysteriously on prom night, and Jason’ grief is 
taking its toll. With Mike’s sweetheart and best friend home for a 
memorial, Jason has one night to find out exactly what happened 
to his brother…and if it could happen to him. A school break-in, an 
improvised prom party and a confession that could change them 
all forever. Growing up is never easy, especially when you can’t see 
around the bend.

Starring Adam Butcher, Peter Keleghan, Leah Pinsent. 

LOOKING FOR ANNE – 2009 
a film by Takako Miyahira

A seventeen year old, Anri, comes to Prince Edward Island 
for three weeks. Your typical shy Japanese girl, Anri gave 
herself a secret mission: she wants to find an old Canadian 
war veteran, with only a single clue, or just about: he 
supposedly lives near a lighthouse. Riding her bicycle every 
day, she gradually uncovers some small clues concerning 
the mysterious soldier:  he was the first love of her recently 
deceased grandmother, and the man who  
gave her the book “Anne of Green Gables”. 

WHERE ARE YOU GOING MOSHÉ? – 2007 
a film by Hassan Benjelloun

Shortly after Morocco obtained its independence from France in 1963, hundreds 
of thousands of Moroccan Jews, fearing the political uncertainty of the country, 
fled their birthplace in search of a better life in Israel and other countries. When 
Mustapha, manager of the only bar in the small Moroccan town of Bejjad, learns 
that the Jews are all leaving, he panics. If all the non-Moslems leave town, he’ll be 
forced to shut down his business. How will he keep the bar from closing? Stop a 
Jew from leaving! Easier said than done though… when all his machinations fail 
and his hopes begin to fade, he readies himself for the worst. That’s when the 
perfect solution appears—a solution so simple that no one would have dreamed it 
possible… if only all problems were so easy to solve…
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A GOOD LIE - 2012 
a film by Shawn Linden

Framed within a series of strange campfire tales, A Good Lie tells 
the story of Cullen,a young college student. Upon the sudden 
death of his mother, he discovers that he is the product of a 
violent rape, which put his young mother in critical condition, and 
her attacker - a lifelong criminal named Rose - in prison. Cullen 
goes to the prison to confront the man, and is shocked to hear 
that Rose was released the previous year. Cullen resolves to track 
down his sinister biological father, and learns that the truth can be 
far more bizarre than anything told around a campfire!

Starring Matt Craven and Thomas Dekker.

THE TORRENT - 2012 
a film by Simon Lavoie

Claudine, a young woman ostracized by her mother, lives on an isolated 
farm, where she has raised her son François alone, in a strict religious 
upbringing. She dreams of this “bastard” child one day becoming a priest, 
through which she might restore her own reputation. Now a young man, 
François begins to rebel against his mother. In retaliation, she strikes him 
in the head so hard that he becomes deaf. Months later, we rediscover 
him alone on the otherwise abandoned farm. François comes to desire a 
woman and little by little, he finds himself tamed by this very special girl.

Starring Victor Andres Trelles Turgeon, Laurence Leboeuf,  
Dominique Quesnel, Anthony Therrien.



JEWS & MONEY – 2013 
a film by Lewis Cohen

In 2006, a young Jewish salesman is lured to the outskirts of Paris 
where he is kidnapped and later murdered by a criminal gang who 
had demanded a half-million euro ransom on the assumption that “all 
Jews are rich”. Jews & Money is a probe into the myth about Jews, 
and where and when it took root. Why is the Jew so often cast as the 
banker or trader, pawnbroker or movie mogul? Of all the medieval 
moneylenders, why is only Shylock remembered? How did the 
Rothschilds become the symbols of international capitalism? And why 
does a simple cell phone salesman get pegged as rich, and die for it?

THE LAST HERD  – 2014 
a film by Harold Arsenault

In the isolation of the mountains of the Gaspe National Park 
a herd of caribou remains defiant to human encroachment. 
When, in 1534, the first European settlers arrived on the 
continent, the caribous were numbered in tens of thousands. 
Hardly a hundred remain today, they are the last survivors.
This documentary tells their story; their ultimate plight and 
their fight for survival.

ANNE OF TWENTY DAYS – 2012 
a film by Michel Langlois

Summer, 1975. A family-run inn in scenic Charlevoix, where 
Michel Langlois is working as a waiter. The famous poetess 
Anne Hébert has come here to vacation for three weeks.  
In the course of those twenty-odd days, an unexpected 
friendship develops between the young waiter and the 
famous writer. In the wake of their time together, letters are 
exchanged, with the pair keeping in touch over the years  
that followed.

FRAMEWORKS – 2012 
a film by Helen Doyle

Frameworks is a quest for the meaning of images. Bombarded by 
thousands of images every day, are we still able to truly see them, 
especially those of conflict and its aftermath? In a constantly changing field, 
creators of images are developing new visions of the photographic art form 
and looking for new strategies to capture our attention. Helen Doyle has 
chosen the work of several photographers and artists who force us to look 
deeper at the world and at ourselves: she takes us on her quest to discover 
a vast palette of contrasting images which shock and compel.

Starring Letitzia Battaglia, Nadia Benchallal, Philip Blenkinsop, Bertrand 
Carrière, Stanley Greene, Alfredo Jaar, Geert van Kesteren, Sera Phousera 
Ing, Lana Šlezić & Paolo Ventura.
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A DOG’S LIFE – 2015 
a film by Hélène Choquette

A haggard looking man kneels outside the metro station. At his side lies a 
huge dog, asleep and undisturbed by the busy stream of commuters. The man 
holds a sign reading “Money or dog food please.” A Dog’s Life delves into the 
daily reality of living on the streets with a pet by examining the characteristics 
that we share with our four-legged counterparts: domestication, affection, 
loyalty, submission, dependence and freedom. These shared qualities clearly 
benefit the homeless and even allows them to improve their circumstances 
thanks to their canine companion. This unique, symbiotic relationship has 
been the subject of sociological studies in the U.S. and England for 20 years 
and has now been explored for the first time in a feature-length documentary.

P.S. JERUSALEM – 2015 
a film by Danae Elon

Filmmaker Danae Elon documents her family’s move to Israel 
in a question to find a place her children will be able to call 
“home”. The decision was prompted by the death of her 
father, leading Israeli intellectual and writer Amos Elon It was 
his dying wish that Danae not return, but her attachment to 
the place she always called home was stronger. It is through 
the prism of parenthood, children and a family that the story 
of this film exposes a deep, complex and painful portrait of 
Jerusalem today.

P.S.JERUSALEM
a film by Danae Elon

Opening Night

SPECIAL MENTION
2015

HAIFA
International
Film Festival

Entre Deux Mondes presents a Danae Elon film  Producer Paul Cadieux  Director/Cinematographer Danae Elon
Editor/Writer Sophie Farkas Bolla  Music Olivier Alary  Sound Design Benoît Dame  Color Philippe Carbonneau  Sound Mix Philippe Attié

www.psjerusalem.com

STUDENT AWARD

LAST OF THE ELEPHANT MEN– 2015 
a film by Daniel Ferguson and Arnaud Bouquet

For centuries, the Bunong indigenous people of Eastern 
Cambodia lived with elephants, depending on them for 
every aspect of life. Now with the forest around them being 
threatened by logging and mining companies, both the Bunong 
and the elephant face a desperate struggle to survive. Last of 
the Elephant men follows three generations of elephant owners 
as they attempt to save the animal at the heart of their identity.

Best Cinematography at the Canadian Screen Awards

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS AN INFORMACTION FILMS AND LA COMPAGNIE DES TAXI-BROUSSE COPRODUCTION PRODUCED BY IAN OLIVERI, IAN QUENNEVILLE, LAURENT MINI, KARIM SAMAÏ EXECUTIVE PRODUCER NATHALIE BARTON 
WRITTEN BY DANIEL FERGUSON CINEMATOGRAPHY ARNAUD BOUQUET 2ND UNIT DIRECTOR AND ADDITIONAL IMAGES GEORGE JEFFERIES EDITING ELRIC ROBICHON ORIGINAL MUSIC SYLVAIN MOREAU SOUND MARC PHILIPPE DESAULNIERS, SOK NY 

SOUND DESIGN AND EDITING BENOÎT DAME, CATHERINE VAN DER DONCKT MIX PHILIPPE ATTIÉ COLOUR-CORRECTION AND ONLINE EDITING PHILIPPE CARBONNEAU DIRECTED BY DANIEL FERGUSON AND ARNAUD BOUQUET

A people’s struggle to save the animal 
at the heart of their culture

THE PRICE WE PAY– 2014 
a film by Harold Crooks

The Price We Pay exposes how “offshore” tax havens and 
Google, Amazon and the other tech giants of the “cloud” 
economy are eroding the foundations of the democratic state. 
This documentary is inspired by Brigitte Alepin’s bestseller La 
crise fiscale qui vient. 

New York Times Critic’s Pick

Best Canadian Documentary at the Vancouver Film Critics  
Circle Awards

ALPINE ADVENTURER - 2017 
a film by Paul Cadieux

Escaping the heat of a northern summer, Simon and his 
companions head across the globe to the beautifully rugged 
and pristine backcountry slopes of New Zealand. There they 
encounter typical kiwi hospitality, adrenaline-pumping heli-rides, 
ski plane landings onto precarious mountain tops and some of 
the most spectacular and humbling mountain scenery they have 
had the privilege to experience. These five breathtaking episodes 
guarantee to get your heart rate going and will inspire you to 
pack your bags for a remarkable adventure down under.  

THE PATRIARCH’S ROOM - 2016 
A film by Danae Elon

“Jaffa Gate is ours!” screamed the headlines in 2005. Greek 
Orthodox Patriarch Irineos was accused of selling church property 
to Jewish settlers. He denied all of the accusations. But for the 
first time in the church’s 2000-year history, its leaders was ousted. 
For 11 long years, Irineos was imprisoned in his chambers. In this 
first person account, filmmaker Danae elon unravels what really 
happened to the former Patriarch. With unprecedented access to 
the inner workings of the church, a riveting, mysterious, disturbing 
and often humorous story is revealed about an unknown world 
within the walls of Jerusalem’s Old City.

TRANSFIXED - 2016 
a film by Alon Kol

Martine Stonehouse and John Gelmon are middle-aged 
underdogs, living with Asperger syndrome. Despite their 
social limitations, both dream of getting married, but straight-
identifying John refuses to tie the knot until transgender 
woman Martine gets a vagina. Will Martine and John find the 
happiness together that they deserve?

New York Times Critic’s Pick

A love story that defies all conventions

A FILM BY ALON KOL  
TRANSFIXED

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL  PRESENTS A  TRANSFIXEDFILMS PRODUCTION   TRANSFIXED
AN ALON KOL FILM  PRODUCED BY ALON KOL AND JULIA MORGAN  CO-PRODUCED BY CHRISTOPHER BEHNISCH 

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY CHRISTOPHER BEHNISCH  EDITOR ALON KOL  ORIGINAL SCORE LUC SICARD  SOUND EDITING AND MIX MICHEL LAMBERT
PRODUCED WITH THE PARTICIPATION OF

an Ontario government agency
un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

AN EYE FOR AN EYE - 2015 
A film by Ilan Ziv

In the weeks following 9/11, the entire country was on edge and 
suddenly every Muslim became suspect. Sadly, it was not long 
before news broke of a white supremacist from Texas killing 
anyone who looked Arab. Mark Stroman claims he did this to 
avenge the United States of America. He was convicted, sentenced 
and sent to the most notorious ward in America, Texas Death Row. 
In a rare twist of fate, his only surviving victim became his biggest 
advocate – Rais Bhuiyan is a devoted Muslim who does not believe 
in the death penalty. A true story of hate, revenge, change and 
forgiveness as lived by Mark Stroman on the Texas Death Row.

A  s t o r y  o f  R E V E N G E . . .
C H A N G E . . .

a n d  F O R G I V E N E S S . . .

FILMOPTION INTERNATIONAL PRESENTS A 6112072 CANADA INC. PRODUCTION OF AN ILAN ZIV FILM ‘AN EYE FOR AN EYE’
DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY SAMUEL SHINN EDITORS DAVID LEGUERRIER AND GEORGE T. CLARKE

WRITER PAUL CADIEUX MUSIC ROBERT MARCEL LEPAGE SOUND MICHEL LAMBERT
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CITIZEN LAMBERT:  
JOAN OF ARCHITECTURE – 2007 
a film by Teri When-Damisch

Citizen Lambert: The Joan of Architecture is a unique glimpse into 
the world of Phyllis Lambert one of the world’s leading architectural 
activists, it is an uncensored composite portrait of a visionary thinker 
with boundless energy, a feisty woman driven by joyful ambition, 
a free spirit. Over the past 50 years, Phyllis Lambert—architect, 
educator, activist, and philanthropist—has championed excellence 
in the design of the built environment and worked to improve public 
understanding of modern design.

ANTICOSTI: ISLE OF ENCHANTMENT – 2001 
a film by Harold Arsenault

This film documents the natural history of Anticosti Island in 
all its splendour. The camera takes us on an amazing journey 
through steep canyons to mighty waterfall; it skims rivers and 
dips below the surface to approach eel and salmon… follows 
osprey as they plunge for prey…and leads us deep into the 
forest to observe the behaviour of the island’s animals as they 
roam freely in the wild. Discover this magical place with its 
breathtaking scenery and, like all visitors to Anticosti Island, 
you too will inevitably fall under its spell.

S&M : SHORT & MALE - 2008 
a film by Howard Goldberg

Cultures around the world seem to share the same obsession 
with size: it matters, big time. S&M: Short and Male examines 
the obstacles that short statured men face every day in life, 
love and work. From platform shoes to growth hormone 
injections to limb elongation surgery, S&M: Short and Male 
unveils the reality of the vertically challenged male trying to 
survive in a height obsessed world.

TUSARNITUUQ - 2009 
a film by Félix Lajeunesse

In September 2008 Canada’s most prestigious orchestra, the acclaimed 
Orchestre symphonique de Montreal (OSM), embarked on its first ever tour 
of the Canadian Arctic. Lead by internationally celebrated maestro Kent 
Nagano, the OSM’s program featured a concert of music from the classical 
repertoire, including Stravinksy’s Histoire du soldat narrated in Inuktitut, the 
language of the Inuit people, and a new work inspired by Inuit throatsinging 
from Canadian composer Alexina Louie. Offering viewers intimate access 
to Maestro Nagano, the artists, and the remote Inuit communities they visit, 
this beautiful and poetic documentary captures an extraordinary meeting of 
two worlds through music.

IN THE LAND OF THE MOOSE - 2010 
a film by Harold Arsenault

At the end of the summer, a moose finds herself alone in the 
forest. She has just lost her calf, probably to a bear. Now 
she must find a mate. Once pregnant again, she will endure 
months of bone-chilling winter until she delivers in the spring. 
This is the story of a mother’s journey: an inspirational tale of 
the struggle to survive and the wonder of life, set against a 
backdrop of stunning Canadian natural wilderness beauty.

I WEAR THE VEIL - 2009 
a film by Natasha Ivisic and Yanick Létourneau

Natasha converted to Islam sixteen years ago and decided 
to wear the Hijab a few years later. With her daughter now 
of age to do the same, they set out on a quest to find out 
more about the tradition and its meaning. I Wear The Veil is a 
moving introspective documentary, a mother’s quest for her 
own identity and religion as an occidental Muslim woman, 
finding herself shaken in ways she had never anticipated.

MALLS R US - 2009 
a film by Helene Klodawsky

What do Al Gore, science fiction, gothic cathedrals and roller 
coasters have in common? All come together in MALLS-R-US, 
a feature documentary with a multiplex of reflections and  
revelations on one of North America’s most popular 
institutions: the enclosed shopping center.

PARTLY PRIVATE – 2009 
a film by Danae Elon

To circumcise or not to circumcise, that is the question pondered by 
filmmaker and future mother Danae Elon and her husband Philippe. The 
couple, who hope to discover the sex of their baby at birth, are on two sides 
of the issue. Philippe, who is himself circumcised and a Jew of Algerian 
decent, explains that it is a cultural tradition for him. For Danae, submitting 
a newborn to this ritual would be absurd and irrational. This documentary 
follows her humorous and instructive exploration of this practice. In her 
quest she will meet rabbis, imams, doctors, theologians and parents. She 
will discover that myths and rituals in many great cultures and religions 
surround these few centimeters of skin.

BORN TO BE GOOD? – 2012 
a film by Eileen Thalenberg

Where does our moral compass come from? Where do our notions 
of good and bad, our sense of justice and fairness originate? Do 
we come into the world as amoral creatures without any sense 
of right and wrong, without any conscience and only learn to be 
good? In laboratories around the world psychologists are grappling 
with the age-old problem of morality. And strange as it may seem, 
they are posing these large philosophical questions to babies. As 
the answers emerge, the findings about babies’ moral notions tell 
us much about human nature. Born to be Good? is a lively look at 
the moral trajectory of children from the first months of life onward.

PLANET YOGA – 2011 
a film by Helen Doyle

How did words like nirvana, karma, guru, reincarnation, 
meditation, and “Om” come to be part of everyday language 
in the West?  The answer lies in yoga, the fastest-growing 
spiritual practice around the world. Planet Yoga takes us on 
a fascinating journey through the universe of Yoga. We meet 
passionate people who shed light on this Eastern discipline, 
now adapted and integrated into our western culture, revealing 
the desire for meaning that characterizes the new millennium.

SAVAGE - 2011 
a film by Guillaume Sylvestre

Savage is a hard-hitting documentary that explores both a quest for 
identity, and the wills of three generations of Québec aboriginals seeking 
to forge a place for themselves in today’s world. Through a cross-section 
of characters who share only a refusal to dwell on the negative – from 
members of the Huron tribe in Wendake to the Cree in Oujé-Bougoumou, 
by way of the Malecites from Lower Saint-Laurent and the Attikamek 
from Wemontaci – Savage draws us into the intimate world of a handful 
of Québec Amerindians eager to find a voice that will show the world 
they exist and, more than anything, deserve to be treated as equals, as 
brothers, not as victims condemned to extinction.

THE HEART OF AUSCHWITZ - 2010 
a feature documentary by Carl Leblanc

A filmmaker sets out to discover how a beautiful, little  
hand-made birthday booklet came to be within the grim walls 
of a concentration camp. Who made it? How did it survive 
the horrors of war, and then, decades later, end its long 
voyage in Montreal’s Holocaust Memorial?



KENNY/KID BROTHER - 1987 
a film by Claude Gagnon 

In this fictional story, a documentary crew arrives to make a movie 
about a Canadian family and their youngest son, Kenny (Kenny 
Easterday), who has no legs. Kenny is a happy, willful teen who 
doesn’t wear a prosthesis on his lower torso, much preferring to 
walk on his hands. When his beloved sister Sharon (Liane Curtis) 
suddenly runs away, Kenny sets out by himself to retrieve her. 
After he finds her in Philadelphia, she admits to the jealousy and 
frustration she has been repressing for years.

Starring Kenny Easterday, Caitlin Clarke, Liane Curtis, Zach grenier, 
Jesse Easterday Jr. & Alain Saint-Alix.
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LES MATINS INFIDÈLES - 1988 
a film by Jean Beaudry & François Bouvier 

Every morning for a year straight, Jean-Pierre photographs the same 
street corner of a popular Montreal neighborhood - monotonous but 
unique activity of everyday life. Inspired by these photos, and without 
ever having seen the real street corner, Marc wrote a novel. Little by little, 
through these photos and this novel, the personalities of Marc and  
Jean-Pierre unfold. The banality of the corner of the street, betrayed by 
the staging of one, will be transformed by the fantasies of the other. A 
story both funny and dramatic, which follows the turbulence of creation 
and the difficulties of life in their thirties.

Starring Jean Beaudry, Denis Bouchard, Louise Richer & Nathalie Coupal.

RAFALES - 1991 
a film by André Mélançon

Christmas Eve, a blizzard is raging. 3 armed and nervous men are preparing 
to commit a robbery in an electronics store. Once they have cleared out 
the store, Normand and his brother Gerard prepare to flee but a shot went 
wrong and Gerard accidentally killed a Santa Claus who was passing by. 
The police intercept Norman, while Gerard flees with the money. Louis-
Philippe, the host of Montreal’s CKBG radio, follows Gerard in the storm. 
He sees Gerard as a good opportunity to get back in his boss’ good graces. 
This is the perfect opportunity to get the recognition he’s been waiting for.

Starring Marcel Leboeuf, Denis Bouchard, Claude Blanchard,  
Pipo Gagnon & Rémy Girard.

NELLIGAN - 1991 
a film by Robert Favreau 

A film inspired by the life of Quebec poet Émile Nelligan, 
which focuses on his troubled relationship with his mother 
and his relationship with Father Seers, a scholarly printer, 
through the most defining moments of his life.

Starring Marc St. Pierre, Michel Comeau, Lorraine Pintal,  
Luc Morissette, Gabriel Arcand & David La Haye.

LOVE-MOI - 1991 
a film by Marcel Simard
French Canadian filmmaker Charles (Germain Houde) stalks the 
rough streets of downtown Montreal, investigating the unsolved 
murder of a homeless teenager. Though it seems most of the youth 
Charles speaks to know the boy who was killed, a code of the 
streets keeps them from divulging any information they might have 
about the incident. Instead, the young homeless men and women 
tell their own stories of childhood abuse, drugs, prostitution and 
violent crime.

Starring Germain Houde, Lucie Laurier, Paule Baillargeon, Mario 
Saint-Amand, Sonia Laplante, Denis Bouchard, Claire Pimpare & 
Stéphane Demers.

THE POSTMISTRESS – 1991 
a film by Gilles Carle 
Restored 2011
Rachel Plamondon: Postmistress. She reigns over the town of Val 
Jacob with all the panache of a madame de pompadour. From behind 
her throne, the post office counter in the general store, Rachel calls on 
all the feminine talent she can muster to plot the destiny of this small 
town. The Postmistress wryly examines the tensions and fissures of 
a pre-war community being drawn inexorably toward modern life. 
Rich in both history and humour, the film turns the spotlight on the 
proverbial motifs of love, sex and money.

Starring Chloé Sainte-Marie, Steve Gendron, Nicolas-François 
Rives & Michèle Richard.

THE DELICATE ART OF PARKING – 2003 
a film by André Melançon 
Restored 2011 / French speaking territories only
An absurd comedy about a Parking Enforcement Officer, who - despite 
constant abuse from the public - finds truth, honour and serenity in 
the act of ticketing. His religious devotion to the work is challenged 
however, when his best friend and personal mentor is run down by an 
irate motorist and knocked into a deep coma. With the help of an angry 
young filmmaker, a Russian sound recordist hoping to break into the 
local film industry, and a seven-foot tall tow truck driver from Quebec, he 
embarks on a comical investigation into... the delicate art of parking. 

Starring Eric Beauséjour, Philippe Bouchard,  
Caroline Larouche, Daniel Muray and Nancy Normandin. 

BECAUSE WHY - 1993 
a film by Arto Paragamian

After 5 years of travelling abroad, Alex arrives back in Montreal. All he 
has with him are a back-pack and a slip of paper with an ex-girlfriend’s 
address scrawled on it. When this address turns out to be a demolished 
building, Alex feels quite…lost. For a while, he allows himself to drift 
through, whatever situation life throws his way. When he moves into 
an apartment building with an odd, lively array of characters, Alex 
desperately tries to ground himself. He longs to become part of a family - 
any family. He wants to keep his options open…before they disappear…

Starring Michael Riley, Doru Bandol, Martine Rochon, Heather Mathieson 
& John Dunn-Hill.

THE PIANIST – 1991 
a film by Claude Gagnon

Two pre-teen sisters know their first love with their neighbor, a 
world-renowned Japanese pianist. The film delicately shows 
their emotions and their first sexual relationship with this man. 
He has a hidden relationship with one of them, who ends 
up admitting to her sister. A jealousy, of short duration then 
persists between them. However, their relationship of friendship 
is renewed when the pianist leaves their lives for good.

Starring Gail Travers, Macha Grenon, Eiji Okuda, Maury 
Chaykin, Dorothée Berryman & Ralph Allison.

KAMATAKI - 2005 
a film by Claude Gagnon

On a chilly winter morning, having lost his will to live, 22 year-old 
Ken (Matt Smiley) decides to jump off a Montreal bridge, only to be 
miraculously saved.  His mother, not knowing what else to do for her 
son, sends Ken to live in Japan with a man he has never met, his potter 
uncle.  While at first completely disinterested in anything around him, 
Ken begins to find beauty in places he never thought to look and slowly 
regains his desire to live thanks to his extravagant uncle who pushes 
him into things he would have never imagined doing. 

Starring: Matt Smiley, Tatsuya Fuji, Kazuko Yoshiyuki, Lisle Wilkerson, 
Naho Watanabe & Christopher Heyerdahl.

HEAVEN/LE PETIT CIEL - 1999 
a film by Jean-Sébastien Lord

God has let go. He is replaced by Jesus and his helpless assistant 
who must save the world. On land, there is “Le Petit Ciel” which 
is a bar in bankruptcy, Jacques and his cancer as well as Sophie, 
who is pregnant with his ex-boyfriend. On top of all of the madness, 
Christmas is just around the corner…

Starring Jocelyn Blanchard, Stéphane Breton, Garance Clavel, 
Danielle Fichaud, François L’Écuyer, Julie La Rochelle, Micheline 
Lanctôt, Dominique Lévesque, André Montmorency, Sylvie Moreau, 
Julien Poulin & Sonia Vachon.

Produced by the award-winning Claude Gagnon

LAROSE, PIERROT ET LA LUCE - 1982 
a film by Claude Gagnon

Jacques Larose returns home because he has just inherited 
an old house in bad condition and a large sum of money. He 
finds his old friend Pierrot, but he had not expected that the 
latter would bring Luce, his girlfriend. The two men will try to 
reconnect, but Pierrot does not want to hear any more about 
their stories of the past.

Starring Luc Matte, Richard Niquette, Louise Portal  
& Camille Pelletier.



CLASSICSLIBRARY
(all available in HD)

LES DERNIÈRES FIANÇAILLES - 1973 
a film by Jean-Pierre Lefebvre

After another cardiac arrest, Armand knows he doesn’t have 
long to live. But after more than 70 years in the same house, 
he doesn’t want to die anywhere else. His wife, Rose, has 
secretly decided she will die as she lived: with him.

Starring J.-Léo Gagnon, Marthe Nadeau, Marcel Sabourin.

Best Film and Special Mention  
- Montréal World Film Festival

Most Popular Canadian Film  
- Vancouver International Film Festival 

LES ORDRES – 1974 
a film by Michel Brault 
Restored 2010

In 1970, Quebec falls under martial law after two high-ranking 
government officials are kidnapped by a separatist group. This 
docudrama follows five people captured during the event, known 
as the October Crisis. When a cab driver (Jean Lapointe), his 
wife (Hélène Loiselle) and three others get caught up in the 
mayhem, they are taken into custody without explanation. The 
group is held against their will in a prison and endure a variety of 
dehumanizing experiences at the hands of the guards.

Starring Jean Lapointe, Claude Gauthier, Hélène Noiselle.

COMME LES 6 DOIGTS DE LA MAIN - 1978 
a film by André Melançon 
Restored 2011

In a Montreal working-class neighborhood, five young people are 
conducting a series of introductory tests for a newcomer, in order 
to see if they can join the group. Then everyone starts on the trail 
of an enigmatic old man who may be spying on them.

Starring Eric Beauséjour, Philippe Bouchard,  
Caroline Larouche, Daniel Muray and Nancy Normandin. 

Best Quebec Film  
- l’Association québécoise des critiques de cinéma

GOOD RIDDANCE/LES BONS DÉBARRAS - 1980 
a film by Francis Mankiewicz

Before his death in 1993, director Francis Mankiewicz was Canadian 
television’s premiere filmmaker. Set amongst a middle-class Quebec 
family, the film focuses on the love triangle between a daughter, her 
mother and the men in her mother’s life. Whether it be a boyfriend or 
the uncle her mother cares for, the child is obsessively attached to her 
mother and refuses to share her with the men in her mother’s life.

Starring Charlotte Laurier, Marie Tifo, Germain Houde, Louise Marleau, 
Roger Lebel, Gilbert Sicotte, Serge Thériault & Jean Pierre Bergeron.

ON N’ENGRAISSE PAS LES  
COCHONS À L’EAU CLAIRE - 1973 
a film by Jean-Pierre Lefebvre 

In Hull, Quebec, Bob Tremblay is an RCMP anti-drug brigade officer 
who has infiltrated the local student community. He lives with his 
parents and has a fiancée, Hélène, although he allows adventures 
here and there. One night, convinced that Bob is a double agent, a 
group of students kidnaps Helen and rapes her. Bob manages to get 
his hands on the rapists, but is killed by a dealer soon after.

Starring: Jean-René Ouellet, Louise Cuerrier, Denys Arcand, J.-Léo 
Gagnon, Marthe Nadeau, Louise Rinfret, Maryse Pelletier, Francine 
Ruel, Jean-Pierre Saulnier

CLASSICSLIBRARY
(all available in HD)

FANTASTICA - 1980 
a film by Gilles Carle 
Restored 2010

In this oddball mix of music and drama, an actress  
(Carole Laure) in a traveling musical revue is involved with the 
show’s director until she meets and falls for an aging ecological 
activist. He too is drawn to her, and together they try to stop a 
factory from being built over an old-growth forest.

Starring Carole Laure, Lewis Furey, Serge Reggiani, Claudine 
Auger, John Vernon, Denise Filiatrault & Claude Blanchard.

KEIKO - 1979 
a film by Claude Gagnon

A young Japanese woman who is unlucky in love, Keiko (Junko 
Wakashiba), searches for romance, but has unsuccessful dates 
with men. Things change for Keiko, however, when she meets 
the pretty Kazuyo (Akiko Kitamura), and the two begin an 
unexpected relationship. While Keiko comes to terms with her 
life as a lesbian, she must contend with her stern father’s wish 
for her to have a conventional marriage. Beset with cultural and 
parental pressure, Keiko is forced to make an important decision.

Starring Takuma Ikeuchi, Akiko Kitamura, Junko Wakashiba, 
Nobuo Nakanishi, Toshio Hashimoto, Ryu Nakano.
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